Par for the course
UCF women start out season with third-place finish — SEE SPORTS, A9

Step upping
Unofficial line dancing club, the Country Kickers, has big goals — SEE NEWS, A2

Med school may lose $4.7M
Gov. Crist introduces new budget proposal
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Student's work may land on moon NASA fellowship worth $30,000
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Big dreams ahead for line dance club

WILLIAM RICHARDS

The corner of Gemini Boulevard and East Plaza Drive has seen an increase in development of a living community inside Tower III. One of the more notable nuances to this area of the campus is the Burnett Honors College's room's establishment of a living learning community inside Tower III. Living-learning communities are an alternative way to housing. The traditional definition of a living-learning community is a community in which resident students of the same major live together. Director of LEAD Scholars Gary Moglen said: "The LEAD curriculum is the core of Tower III. How different is your roommates' major from yours?" Among the differences in the Tower III program, students that are majoring in the same field and have a learning community, so they can learn from each other. Some say this is an easier way to see the benefits of a living-learning community. "It's very nice," said Natalie Underberg, a second-year LEAD student. "It has helped me connect with people in the same major. You don't have to worry about being alone, because you're surrounded by people that are also learning in the same way."

LEAD's benefits are wonderful for the students by giving them an instant community. Moglen said, "It's an advantage because people are connected to the campus. They have a group of people they can turn to and say, 'Hey, I need help with something."

The LEAD community benefits the students by giving them an instant community. Moglen said, "(The students) are connected to the campus. They are part of a group of people they can talk to and connect with."

LEAD's benefits are wonderful for the students by giving them an instant community. Moglen said, "It's an advantage because people are connected to the campus. They have a group of people they can turn to and say, 'Hey, I need help with something.'"
TECHNOLOGY EXPO 2007

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 14, 2007
NOON-4PM, 6PM-10PM
PEGASUS BALLROOM
FREE ADMISSION

WIN OR GO HOME!
TEST YOUR SKILLS IN
A GAMING TOURNAMENT LIKE:
NCAA Football, Madden,
Battlefield, Halo 2,
Wii Sports,
Guitar Hero 2,
Counterstrike Source,
and MUCH MORE!

ENTER TO WIN
GREAT PRIZES!
INCLUDING AN APPLE iPHONE,
DELL INSPIRON 1520, XBOX 360
LCD TVS, FLATPANEL MONITORS,
AND MUCH MORE!* 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE:
http://www.cstore.ucf.edu

*Only UCF students are eligible to win prizes; must be present to win.
Bin Laden urges sympathizers to ‘join the cause’ of Al-Qaeda -Osama Bin Laden urged sympathizers to ‘join the cause’ of Al-Qaeda in a new video that emerged Tuesday to mark the sixth anniversary of the attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon.

Al-Qaeda traditionally issues a video every year on the anniversary, with the last testimony of one of the 19 hijackers involved in the Sept. 11 attacks appearing on the World Trade Center site on a beach near Ground Zero.

But it was not known if the message would be as clear as it was in the past. Al-Qaeda has used footage and audio of Bin Laden taped long ago for release since 2002.

Bin Laden’s video on Sept. 11 appeared on militant Web sites, with a note from al-Qaeda’s Islamic wing of al-Sahab addressing the camera and using the code name bin Laden to carry forward the mission of terrorism.

“On this day we call you to come from your front and back, your right and left,” the new message, which Al Jazeera television news obtained from the Jihadi Center monitoring group in suburban Washington, came after the world had its first look at Bin Laden in nearly three years with the release of a video Saturday in which the terrorist leader addressed the Americans.

In the video, al-Qaeda trumpeted the September 11 attacks, and says it has not been defeated by the war on terrorism.

‘‘The war on terrorism and the war on Al-Qaeda is the war on God’s apostles and the war on man,’’ said a voice in Arabic.

Bin Laden’s video was the latest in a string of videos or audio messages from the al-Qaeda leader to his followers since early last year, when a video launched a weeklong series of boat tests.

Many Democrats, for instance, have called for expanding federal funding and increasing funds for college preparation for students from low-income families. Candidates from both parties have talked about improving the nation's competitiveness by increasing federal funding for research and expanding graduate fellowships for science.
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NASA fellowship can be renewed

Free article

"There are a lot of programs on the moon and Mars that we can live off of, so we just have to learn how to extract them," Metzger said. "It's also very important to us seeing us exploring the Northwest Territories and other places that we have never been before."

The NASA fellowship will enable Harben and the team to help solve problems, such as what would happen if a satellite landing disrupted the dust, soil and gravel on the moon’s surface.

The team represents NASA, UCF and contract employers at Kennedy Space Center. They will work on projects from developing simulations to building an instrument that will measure dispersed particles on the surface of the moon.

"The moon is going to be our first stepping stone toward Mars," Harben said. "It's important to us because that's the place that's going to be used as a stepping stone for the future of human exploration.""The moon is going to be our first stepping stone toward Mars," Harben said. "It's important to us because that's the place that's going to be used as a stepping stone for the future of human exploration.”

In addition, the fellowship allows Harben to work at PELT throughout his Ph.D., Rolland said.

"Sometimes NASA has programs that fluctuate in terms of priority," Rolland said. "The fact that you have a fellowship allows [for] some continuity throughout your Ph.D." Recieving funding from organizations such as NASA can be difficult because there are delays and other factors involved, Rolland said.

"It's really hard to get a great grant that's going to last four years up front," Rolland said. "Harben can leverage his baccalaureate into this because he's got this fellowship. He doesn't have any distraction."

"If he does a good job on it, and he keeps reporting on his progress, he should have no problem getting renewal," Rolland said.

"It's really hard to get a great grant that's going to last four years up front," Rolland said. "Harben can leverage his baccalaureate into this because he's got this fellowship. He doesn't have any distraction."

"If he does a good job on it, and he keeps reporting on his progress, he should have no problem getting renewal," Rolland said.

More labs to ease wait time

Free article

Harben is getting real world experience by working on PEEL, said Jonick Rolland, professor of optics with the College of Optics and Photonics at UCF.

Rolland, who heads the UCF team, said that Harben is developing skills such as networking, learning how to interact with clients and how to lead a project.

"I think experience is the best experience," Harben said. "Not only is that a benefit to Harben, but it's a benefit to the team as well."

"I think experience is the best experience," Harben said. "Not only is that a benefit to Harben, but it's a benefit to the team as well."
SGA TAILGATE!
Free Food!

FOR EVERY HOME GAME!
Located at the Memory Mall Lot A (Lots closest to the Union)
9 am - 2:30 pm
Central Florida Future

ARISTOCRAT
VOLKSWAGEN

First Time Buyers Plan
Eligible Vehicles
- Any new and untitled VW
- Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned
- Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned Eligible Programs
- Retail Financing

Volkswagen Certified Pre-Loved

College Graduate Plan
Eligible Vehicles
- Any new and untitled VW
- Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned
- Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned Eligible Programs
- Retail Financing
- Drivers Option
- Leasing

College Graduate Plan
Eligible Vehicles
- Any new and untitled VW
- Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned
- Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned Eligible Programs
- Retail Financing
- Drivers Option
- Leasing

Foreign College Student Plan
Eligible Vehicles
- Any new and untitled VW
- Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned
- Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned Eligible Programs
- Retail Financing
- Drivers Option
- Leasing

Over 76 Volkswagen Certified Pre-Loved vehicles in stock!
See Dealer for details.

'04 VW Golf GL
Like New, Low Miles
$9,999
$13,904

'04 Jetta GLS 1.8T
Auto, Low Miles
$13,128
$15,904

'03 VW GTI
20th Anniv. Black
$12,700
$16,904

'04 VW Touareg 3.2L
Auto, Low Miles
$31,884
$24,904

'04 VW Golf R32
V6, Low Miles
$31,884
$27,904

Drivers wanted:

407-321-2277
Visit us @ www.ARISTOCRATVW.com

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO WIN A FREE DINING MEMBERSHIP!

Sign up today & enter to WIN a FREE Spring 08 Membership!

Signing up is easy at:

Fall 2007 Commuter Memberships
for Off Campus, Lake Claire, Towers, & Greek Park

Block 150
150 meals/semester and $100 FlexBucks
Price per meal: only $5.59 + tax

Block 100
100 meals/semester and $200 FlexBucks
Price per meal: only $5.97 + tax

Block 50
50 meals/semester and $300 FlexBucks
Price per meal: only $6.44 + tax

Excluding taxes, registration, and a dealer fee of $337.00

4175 S. Orlando Ave.
Sanford, FL 32773

Drivers wanted:

Drivers wanted:

Drivers wanted:
Criste's visit didn't effect cuts

Mike Newsome

After a day of touring the UCF campus, Florida Governor Charlie Crist visited the UCF Police Department's mobile unit.

"It's nice that the community sees the impact of the public safety role on campus," said Sabrina Savarese, who is working on her senior thesis for Political Science.

"It's fun to see students playing with each other," said Amy Siders, who has worked with the department for three years.

"I think it's great," said Savarese. "They're out there to protect and serve. I want to see them every day."
Women's cross country makes its debut at the NCAA regional poll

Women's golf opens fall season with a third-place finish in Wisconsin. Hurwitch breaks par for first time at UCF on her way to second place

UCF tees off, women start strong

Women's golf opens fall season with a third-place finish in Wisconsin. Hurwitch breaks par for first time at UCF on her way to second place

CARSON INGLE

On Sunday and Monday, the UCF Women's Golf team took its show on the road to Verona, Wis., to open its fall season at the Badger Invitational.

Although the Knights finished third overall at 21 over par, two shots back of second-place Iowa State and three shots back of champion Ohio State, the experience proved valuable.

"The women played well," said the performance from her team. "They played awesome. I'm really proud of them," Klein said. "It is always hard to play in your first tournament, but I think they proved they belong.

"The second round on the Jay saw a dramatic improvement. The Knights in contention," Klein added.

In the final round, the Knights were in third place. Helen Hurwitch finished third overall at 3 under par, the highest for UCF's remaining fall schedule.

The women played 54 holes at University Ridge and Copper Creek Monday's round was noteworthy because the end of competition when officials stopped the course due to a growing amount of rain collecting on the greens and other playing surfaces.

"The Knights had a growing amount of rain collecting on the greens and other playing surfaces," Klein said of the performance from her team. "They played awesome. I'm really proud of them," Klein said. "It is always hard to play in your first tournament, but I think they proved they belong."

"The second round on the Jay saw a dramatic improvement. The Knights in contention," Klein added.

In the final round, the Knights were in third place. Helen Hurwitch finished third overall at 3 under par, the highest for UCF's remaining fall schedule.
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"The second round on the Jay saw a dramatic improvement. The Knights in contention," Klein added.

In the final round, the Knights were in third place. Helen Hurwitch finished third overall at 3 under par, the highest for UCF's remaining fall schedule.
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"The Knights had a growing amount of rain collecting on the greens and other playing surfaces," Klein said of the performance from her team. "They played awesome. I'm really proud of them," Klein said. "It is always hard to play in your first tournament, but I think they proved they belong."

"The second round on the Jay saw a dramatic improvement. The Knights in contention," Klein added.

In the final round, the Knights were in third place. Helen Hurwitch finished third overall at 3 under par, the highest for UCF's remaining fall schedule.
Nielsen leads UCF's men to 2nd place, finishes 16th overall in Gainesville

A young Knights team will play 16 games in the New UCF Arena in 2007-08, including 2 tourneys.

Women's basketball posts schedule for next season

A young Knights team will play 16 games in the New UCF Arena in 2007-08, including 2 tourneys.

UCF's longest home stand begins at the end of January when they face four C-USA foes: Marshall on Jan. 31, East Carolina on Feb. 2, UAB on Feb. 7 and Memphis on Feb. 9.

UCF will play a home-and-home series against Southern Miss, Marshall, East Carolina, UAB and Memphis, but will face Houston, Rice, Tulsa, SMU and UTEP just once.

It will be the Knights' third season in C-USA and their first under Williams, who came to UCF from Murray State in March.

The Knights will host the C-USA Championship in their new arena from March 6-9.

The Knights will be counting on some freshmen and two sophomores.

UCF returns just two players from its 2006-07 team, Amber Long and Jackie Akers, and neither averaged more than six points per game last season.

Only two other teams in C-USA do not return starters who averaged at least 20 points per game last year: Tulane and Tulsa.

The two players that UCF returns are the fewest in C-USA. All other teams return four or five players from last year.

Tulane and SMU bring back 10 players each, while Rice returns 11 of its 13-senior class in its first year in C-USA.
As for the immigration debate, I do believe that's the biggest issue here. There are a lot of people out there, and illegal aliens have been the biggest issue here. I don't think there's an issue for the Hispanic community today. There's a whole special outreach to the Hispanic community, and it's a big issue for the Hispanic community. There's an issue with immigration. These two issues are most important in the Hispanic community. The Republican Party is a party of the Hispanic community. The Republican Party is a party of the Hispanic community. There are more than 40 percent of the Hispanic vote in the Republican Party. There are a lot of Hispanic voters in the Republican Party. There are a lot of Hispanic voters in the Republican Party. As a Hispanic, I don't think it's a big issue for the Hispanic community. There's a whole special outreach to the Hispanic community. There's an issue with immigration. These two issues are most important in the Hispanic community. The Republican Party is a party of the Hispanic community. The Republican Party is a party of the Hispanic community. There are more than 40 percent of the Hispanic vote in the Republican Party. There are a lot of Hispanic voters in the Republican Party. There are a lot of Hispanic voters in the Republican Party.
The Gold Standard in Soft Tissue Treatment

* Repetitive Strain
* Sports Injuries
* Cumulative Trauma Disorders

ART is successful for professional and amateur athletes, people injured in auto accidents or at work, and people who just work hard and hurt. Symptoms vary from aches and pains, to burning muscles, to numbness and tingling.

407-249-3300

visit www.active-release.com for more info.

Active Release Techniques (A.R.T.) provided at:

Anders University Chiropractic
By Marc C. Anders, D.C.
12251 University Blvd. Orlando, Florida 32817

Anders University Chiropractic

Proudly supporting UCF Students since 1983

We offer:

* Chiropractic Care
* Massage Therapy
* A.R.T. Protocol
* Physical Therapy
* Treatment for Posture-related G
* Sport-related injuries

UCF Student (1-hour) massage always $50*

Power-Plate Fitness

Programs to enhance strength, speed, power, flexibility, calciuim-translation, and stimulate hidden muscle recovery.

Our location:
12251 University Blvd. Orlando, FL 32817
(Corner of University Blvd. & Killearn Tr.)

Phone: 407-249-3300

Knights Tailgating Code

Maintain respect and ensure safety of all fans.

Dispose of all trash and recyclables in appropriate receptacles.

Please respect our campus and our community.

Be Responsible if you choose to consume alcohol.

Respect the law, do not drink if you are under 21.

Encourage activities that do not include the rapid consumption of alcohol.

Please use plastic or cans - no glass.

Have Fun, Be Safe,

Do The Knight Thing!

www.dotheknightthing.com
Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including children, with serious illnesses.

DCI Biologics
1900 Alafia Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.

DCI plasma.com

The ROLLSIN MBA | delivering results

Forbes recently ranked the ROLLSIN MBA 37th nationally out of 400 AACSB International accredited programs and in the top 20 of all private universities for its ability to provide outstanding return on investment. The ROLLSIN MBA is also the only program in Florida ranked in the Top 50.

Mytil Chassman
Director of Planning and Reporting
Marriott Vacation Club International

 INFORMATION SESSION
Tuesday, September 18 at 6:00 pm
Saturday, October 27 at 10:00 am
Rollins College, Crummer Hall Executive Center
407-646-2405 | crummer.rollins.edu
For more information please call 407-303-4544
To learn how we turn depraved vixens back into sweet debutantes, check out AxeVice.com